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Liverpool’s fortitude will do for starters 
Liverpool 2 Oldham Athletic 1 - GRAEME Souness, the Liverpool manager, may 
have scoffed at the mischievous suggestion that he felt the pressure on Saturday, 
but one sensed that he still needed his post-match drink with Kenny Dalglish.  
Souness will have had sympathy with his old friend and managerial 
predecessor,who succumbed to the demands of the job last February. First 
division newcomers, highly motivated and not the least bit in awe of Anfield, must 
have confirmed Souness's worst fears at the erosion of Liverpool's aura of 
invicibility at home.  
Oldham, who took an audacious eighth-minute lead through a header by Barrett, 
might have done more than made things ``interesting'', as Joe Royle, their 
manager, said afterwards, had Jobson hit the target with a free header that led to 
some accusing looks in the direction of Wright, the new linchpin of the Liverpool 
defence. As it was, Oldham were still in contention until the final whistle when 
another header, from Sharp, the former Evertonian, produced a truly match-
winning save from Grobbelaar.  
But if Liverpool's performance did not ooze the polish and power of old, it will, no 
doubt, do for starters as far as Souness is concerned. On a day when Liverpool 
paraded Pounds 6.3 million worth of new talent, it was ironic that one of the most 
valuable contributions should come from a player who cost them nothing. 
McManaman, aged 19, seized the opportunity in the absence of the injured Rush 
to provide an interesting alternative to Welsh home rule in the Liverpool attack.  
His performance, full of confidence and running, overshadowed even that of 
Saunders, the most costly of Liverpool's debutants. McManaman will find, 
however, that he needs more cunning in his finishing. At least, he could take 
satisfaction for setting up the winning goal, flicking on Walters's cross for Barnes 
to bring down the ball comfortably with his left foot and shoot home with his 
right.  
Just how often we will have the pleasure of seeing Barnes and Walters in the 
same midfield may depend upon the return of McMahon to his tigerish best. On 
his reappearance following a severe knee injury six months ago, he lasted for 65 
encouraging minutes before being replaced by Walters. He was not the only one 
with something to prove.  
Barnes, looking heavier than usual, ran off a calf injury to give an influential 
display; Whelan, on his return after a broken leg, got better and better; and 
Houghton did his own chances of staying in the team no harm with a neatly 
headed equaliser in the 52nd minute to a cross inevitably supplied by Barnes.  
It was a result which in a curious way seemed to satisfy all, including Oldham. 
Losers they may have been, but numerous were their successes. ``We've played 
at the highest level,'' Royle aid. ``Now let's see what we can do against the 
others.''  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Ablett, D Burrows, S Nicol, R Whelan, M Wright, D 
Saunders, R Houghton, S McManaman, J Barnes, S McMahon (sub: M Walters).  
OLDHAM ATHLETIC: J Hallworth; G Halle, G Snodin, N Henry, E Barrett, R Jobson, P 
Bernard (sub: P Kane), I Marshall, G Sharp, M Milligan, R Holden (sub: D Currie).  
Referee: K S Hackett.  
 

 
Barnes settles the passing groans 
First Division: Liverpool 2, Oldham Athletic 1  
LIVERPOOL's old boys were scoring goals all over the place: Gillespie at Celtic, 
Staunton for Villa and Aldridge twice for Tranmere. But the class of '91-'92 was 
not finding it so easy.  
Kenny Dalglish, tanned, relaxed and back at Anfield as a spectator, must have 
reflected that the pressure that made him quit in February was no trick of his 
imagination. A new manager, several new players and pounds 6 million-plus later, 
Liverpool were still not the assured side the Kop demands and the country 
expects.  
This match followed the script to the letter. Nobody who knows Joe Royle, the 
Oldham manager, would have expected his players to be intimidated, Anfield or 
not.  
They had a few new faces of their own - Sharp from Everton up front, Glynn 
Snodin borrowed from Leeds and Milligan back from Goodison - and they came 
out, like most teams at Anfield, to do or die. They took a long time a-dying.  
They blew in as ferocious as the summer gale whipping up the Mersey channel 
and Liverpool, unable to steady ship, were capsized in the first gust. Oldham were 
expected to be most dangerous from crosses and corners, and so it proved: 
Holden's corner, Jobson's header back, Barrett's goal. Eight minutes and 23 
seconds had gone. Wright, at pounds 2.2 million, was indistinguishable in the 
melee, although the blame was not all his.  
McMahon was back, perhaps unwisely, from a long-term knee injury, and he and 
Whelan, who also missed much of last season, found the middle ground 
impossible to hold under the Oldham onslaught. They were harassed into some 
abysmal passing, which had the Kop groaning as though it had a giant stomach 
ache.  
Barnes and Saunders worked unceasingly but it was left to the 19-year-old local 
lad Steve McManaman, wearing the No. 9 shirt in place of the plastered and 
crutch-supported Rush, to pierce the blue ranks.  
He did it twice and shot with such swerving, devious accuracy that Hallworth, the 
Oldham goalkeeper, was forced into horizontal flight to turn the ball round his 
post. McManaman, who figured in all Liverpool's pre-season games, ran his young 
legs into the ground. 'He has the chance to be one of the great players,' Graeme 
Souness judged.  
But it was the manager's new signing Walters, replacing McMahon after an hour, 
who proved the creative and calming influence that Liverpool so badly needed. 
His appearance on the right side of midfield, coinciding with a slight drop in 
Oldham's blood pressure, brought the equaliser with Barnes supplying the cross 
for Houghton's precisely judged glancing header. A sizzling Houghton shot was 
turned against the post by Hallworth before Barnes struck the winner. When the 
final whistle went, Grobbelaar was on his knees on his line, with Sharp a whisker 
away from scoring an equaliser.  
'A great experience,' said Royle with the air of one who has just completed an 
Outward Bound course and has no intention of going on another. 'Pressure?' said 
Souness. 'Naagh.' But there may be more changes to come in this Liverpool team.  
SCORERS: Liverpool: Houghton (52min), Barnes (77). Oldham Athletic: Barrett (8).  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Ablett, Burrows, Nicol, Whelan, Wright, Saunders, 
Houghton, McManaman, Barnes, McMahon (Walters, 65).  
Oldham: Hallworth; Halle, Snodin, Henry, Barrett, Jobson, Bernard (Kane, h-t), 
Marshall, Sharp, Milligan, Holden (Currie, 82).  
Referee: K Hackett (Sheffield). 
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Liverpool are the team to watch 
LIVERPOOL 2(4-4-2); Grobbelaar; Nicol, Wright, Ablett, Burrows; Houghton, 
Whelan, McMahon (sub: Walters 65min), Barnes; Saunders, McManaman.  
OLDHAM 1(4-4-2): Hallworth; Halle, Jobson, Barrett, Snodin; Bernard (sub: Kane 
45min), Milligan, Henry, Holden (sub: Currie 84min); Sharp, Marshall.  
Goals: Barrett (6min), 0-1; Houghton (52min) 1-1. Barnes (81min) 2-1.  
Weather: mild. Ground: firm.  
Referee: K S Hackett.  
ENTERTAINING? As far as Liverpool were concerned this match was about 
survival, for at least an hour. But then Liverpool did what they always do: after 
clawing, battling and gritting their way back, they built a momentum that won 
them victory. Classic Liverpool.  
They began dreadfully. The first corner, the first good tackle, the first sweeping 
move and the first goal were all Oldham's.  
Magnificent, magnificent Oldham. No nerves, lots of skill and the sort of spirit that 
nearly gave them an equaliser as the final whistle sounded. Anyone who has 
watched Oldham repeatedly surge towards the top of the Second Division over 
the last three seasons, would have recognised them at Anfield yesterday.  
One of football's unwritten rules says you do not attack Liverpool at Anfield. 
Another says you are not meant to pin them down in their own half. But nobody 
told Oldham. They probably should not have conceded the second goal and they 
certainly suffered from Mr Hackett's inability to appreciate that a foul is still a foul 
when committed by a Liverpool player. But most referees are like that and 
besides, the season is still fresh. So let us just enjoy Oldham, nobody's mugs and 
one of the gutsiest sides Anfield has seen for some time.  
Liverpool are traditionally bad starters. But yesterday, even Whelan was giving 
away the ball to shocked opponents. Barnes gave away a corner after six minutes. 
The Oldham goal that followed was classic. Holden took the corner. Remember 
that name; the man hits a mean corner. Jobson headed the ball on from his 
unmarked eyrie near the far post and Barrett headed it in from his undermarked 
solitude in front of goal. On the line, a squad of chocolate Liverpool soldiers 
barely moved. 0-1.  
Yet more impudence followed. Holden flicked the ball on to Marshall who glided 
it on to Sharp who knocked it effortlessly on to Bernard, who left McMahon 
floundering as Bernard continued the progress. Poor McMahon. He was not 
match fit and at times, he was not in the match at all.  
That partly explained Oldham's hour in the sun. Liverpool's midfield was going 
where McMahon's fitness took it downhill. On the way it included a Whelan who 
hit free kicks into oblivion while hardly connecting to Saunders who was hardly 
there. But it was not Saunders' fault. Saunders played last season in a team that 
was barely a team and until momentum saved their day, he played yesterday in a 
team that barely had a midfield. Saunders' flick, delivered from another planet 
where imagination rules, only made the discrepancy worse.  
Some Liverpool things were the same as ever. Like McMahon's tackles. He 
committed one on Sharp, early on of course, that sang round the ground and 
even briefly registered on Mr Hackett's scale of values. Somehow, Sharp got up 
and carried on Oldham's smooth passing.  
Around him, McMahon's colleagues perceptibly sighed, rolled their eyes to 
heaven and carried on trying to retrieve the match. Houghton barely noticed all 
this. When McMahon retired, exhausted, Houghton kept ploughing forward. He 
probably kept Liverpool in the game.  
So how did Liverpool do it? Partly by omission. When Oldham lost Bernard at half 
time that took away one of their best markers. Bernard had stabilised Oldham in 
parts of the pitch Barnes had eventually threatened to set alight. With him gone, 
there was no adequate substitute.  
Liverpool also began using McManaman better. The boy fizzes and pops, readily 
running from the half-way line in youthful bursts. But this was meaningless until 
Ablett, and Whelan, and others from Liverpool's established brotherhood began 
accepting that such stuff was worth a return pass, worth even perhaps some 
support and a run off the ball. For all that Liverpool's midfield is an ill-matched 
hotch potch, it only took a raising of the gears in such manner to change the 
game's direction.  
Houghton snapped in a header for the equaliser. Barnes shot in a cracker for the 
winner. If he had not, Ablett or Burrows probably would have.  
So are Liverpool really that entertaining? Well, they are Liverpool and they will 
keep rallying like this when summer flowers fade. Oldham are perennials; just 
look at the way they stormed back to the top of the Second Division until they 
surmounted it. But Liverpool do that in the First, don't they?  

 

 
 
 


